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I am Pashupati Kumar and I am here to talk about  cold-tier storage system. 
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Presentation Notes
If you think about technologies, cost and latency, you have Flash at one extreme Tape at the other, and regular hard drives in the middle.  But actually there is a very large gap between regular on-line hard drives and tape...



Storage Hierarchy and Technologies
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Presentation Notes
 We decided to build something in that gap to see what we could disrupt.  The goal was to give Microsoft a unique cost/performance point for colder data where customers could not wait the minutes to hours that tape provides.And this new class of storage system covers this space. It is about cool, cold and archive storage.  How do we categorize it:Total Read % < 1 % of the total bytes storedLatency range from few seconds to minutes	Think of Performance and Cost as sliding bar, Pelican architecture allows you adjust the bar to meet the SLAs. �Some other use case:Any application that can withstand latency to first byte. System is design to stream data at high through-put subsequentlye.g. Analytics data 



Goal

• Build the lowest cost HDD storage possible
• Deliberately trade performance for lower cost
• Avoid stranded storage
• Flexible performance characteristics
• Use commodity components
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The project goal was to build the lowest cost hard-drive based storage possible.  And we were prepared to give up performance to get that lower cost.  



Driving storage cost down…

Common in the cloud:
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Reduce overheads in Storage racks!
1. Have large number of HDDs for each 

server
Gola is have storage cost same as that of 

HDD
2. Power off drives that are not currently 

utilized
Put them in lower power mode. E.g. Drives 

in Standby mode consume 50% less power 
than in Active Idle state
20 – 25% OPEX saving can be realized

Storage racksCompute racks

Improves performance/cost:
• Independent resource scaling
• Rack hardware specialization

Network
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We have storage racks filled with storage servers connected to a number of HDDs. We increased the ratio between HDD and Server by 10 -12 times. We only utilize less than 10% of drives at any time, we could conserve power in these racks,



HDD – Power Conditions
• Performing HDD Power off/On is not flexible design options

• Depends on JBOD enclosure implementation
• HDD  supports different Power Conditions, that can be controlled via SW

• Use standard SBC (START_STOP_UNIT, 0x1B) to go to desired power condition
• Method to determine current power condition are different for SATA & SAS drives
• SCSI Log pages are available for monitoring power transitions counters

• Start/Stop Cycles counter Log page
• Power Condition Transitions Log page
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Power Condition Power (W) Power Savings (%) Recovery Time

Idle 2.82 0

Idle_A 2.82 0

Idle_B 2.18 23

Idle_C 1.82 35

STANDBY_Z 1.29 54

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Idle_A• Disables most of the servo system, reduces processor and channel power consumption•  Disks rotating at full speed (7200 RPM) Idle_B• Disables most of the servo system, reduces processor and channel power consumption• Heads are unloaded to drive ramp. • Disks rotating at full speed (7200 RPM) Idle_C/Standby_Y (SAS Only)• Disables most of the servo system, reduces processor and channel power consumption• Heads are unloaded to drive ramp. • Drive speed reduced to a lower RPM (reduced RPM) Standby_Z• Heads are unloaded to drive ramp.• Drive motor is spun down.• Drive still responds to non-media access host commands



Challenges
•Spin-up and down cycle

•current limitation and future progression
•Disk AFR

•Need to characterize disk failure rates for this “new
workload” 

•Drive technology for cold/Archive use cases
• Power surge during standby to Active idle state
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Is it ok to do all these spin-ups?

datasheet spec: 50K per year.
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Challenges: Drive mechanical issue:	Actively working with HDD vendors to increase this number, 		Drive’s motor resiliency – Motor is spun down, spun back again		Drive’s Head resiliency  - Head is unloaded onto the drive rampDrive FW issue:	Drive should respond to non-media access commands e.g. SATA initialization, SCSI inquiry/Report LUNs etc.



Avoid Stranded Storage
• Software can cope with loss of a server

• But how much work does that cause?
• Aggressive re-replication of data consumes lots of resources
• Gets really worse, as storage server has 10-12 x HDDs 

• Suppose data is still accessible
• Even at a lower performance
• Software can adjust load balancing
• Much easier to handle, fewer resources used, lower COGS
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Presentation Notes
We did it to avoid stranded storage. At a higher level the storage software system is always designed so it can tolerate loss of a server, but the important questions are: how much work does loss of a server cause, and what fraction of your total data-centre resources are being spent on re-replication of data, where the data itself is actually just fine, but the server on the path is the thing that failed (or is offline for an upgrade).  The stranded storage problem only gets worse as disk sizes increase. Remember, now have many HDDs for each server ( 10, 12 times than typical storage server, so we must solve this problem!On the other hand, if the data is still accessible, even over a lower performance path, this is much easier for the software to deal with because it is just an input to the load balancing layer; and less difficult for the load balancing layer than re-replication.  That means fewer resources wasted, and hence lower COGS and better overall data-centre efficiency.



Traditional SAS redundancy is expensive
• Traditional method was SAS dual attached disks

• More expensive disks
• Dual links to the disks
• Dual expander hierarchy
• Dual everything
• Massively wasteful and expensive

• Not actually what we want
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Presentation Notes
The traditional way to support failover redundancy in SAS is to use expensive dual attach SAS disks and create entire dual everything.  Not only is this expensive but it isn’t what we want: we don’t want two servers to be able to talk to every disk all of the time.  What we want is one server to talk to each disk, but to be able to change that one server.



Rack-Scale HDD Storage Disaggregation

• Relaxing the HDD Ownership Principle
• At a given time, a HDD is managed by one server…
• …but it is possible to reconfigure which server it is.

• Enables 4 types of disaggregation:
• Configuration Disaggregation
• Failure Disaggregation
• Dynamic Elastic Disaggregation
• Complete Disaggregation
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Storage Fabric
No reconfiguration during
normal operation

Reconfiguration part of
normal operation
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Rack Scale HDD Disaggregation

Rack bandwidth for storage: 3x40 Gbps 3x40 Gbps

DAS

DAS

DAS

Flexible DAS Any HDD connected to any server
• Server elasticity

For the Cloud: low cost components
• Commodity servers
• SATA HDDs
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One beneficial scenario would be server elasticity where the number of servers being used for storage could be adjusted up and down depending on the temperature of the data being stored.  In this illustration, from 3 to 2 to even 1. The remaining servers could be used for other purposes such as utility nodes, or compute jobs, safe in the knowledge that they are isolated from the actual storage.  Likewise it is easier to reconfigure around failures, or to spread out hot-spots in the rack.Here are some example scenarios for the use of reconfiguration:[1] Simplest would be to customise the rack at deployment time.  This would permit a standard SKU to be reconfigured at deployment between how much of it was storage and how much utility compute.[2] Second is start and end of life.  Initially storage is busy filling up, and at the end of life busy with emptying out its contents.  With reconfiguration you could expedite this by using all the servers for I/O at the start and end of life and only use a smaller number of servers for storage in the middle; releasing the rest to use as compute servers for the majority of the life.[3] Another scenario could be taking advantage of the fact that data cools over its lifetime.  When the rack first fills with data all the servers might be needed for I/O, but later as the data cools it might be possible to just release some of the servers in the rack for other tasks.[4] Or think about the geo-replicated case.  Normally the secondary site just takes writes.  However if the primary site fails then all the read workload will move to the secondary, so you might want to reconfigure to have more storage servers for the data.[5] Moving further to the right you could do similar dynamic reconfiguration in response to smaller scale failures, such as individual racks or servers.[6] Finally, you might even want to reconfigure throughout the day in response to changing workload patterns.There are other scenarios too, but you should get the idea that disaggregated storage enables lots of options across the spectrum from the obviously sensible to the possibly wacky.



Experience with Failure Disaggregation

• Hardware trends impact data availability:
• HDD and SSD capacities grow
• Servers can have a LOT of direct-attached storage
• e.g.: Petabytes of data per Pelican (cold storage) server
• On failure, amount of data and time to recover increases
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Pelican prototype has:
• 1152 HDDs/rack
• 2 servers

• Failure disaggregation improves availability
• Reduces data unavailability to tens of seconds or less
• No resources used to rebuild data
• No reconfiguration overhead for normal operation
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Conclusion

• In the cloud today: no disaggregation in storage racks
• Fixed drive-to-server mapping
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• Substantial benefits
• No/small reconfiguration overheads
• Little or no software/hardware changes

• High reconfiguration overhead
• Hard to implement and maintain

• We designed a storage fabric to explore in-rack disaggregation
• Rack-scale storage disaggregation can be useful and affordable

• Configuration disaggregation
• Failure disaggregation
• Dynamic elastic disaggregation

• Can become a challenge
• Complete disaggregation
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So in summary we believe disaggregated storage adds a lot of flexibility.  It avoids stranded storage due to server failure or server upgrade.  It is easy to build and low cost, either using double connector JBDOs or SAS switches, and we have code that can manage such systems.Finally, if switch failure is a concern we know how to mitigate that using combined PHY and SAS level switches.



Performance
• Design biased for throughput
• User data is striped across many drives in a group
• Drive is assigned to a group with following 

consideration
• Across multiple components
• Minimal contention for storage bandwidth
• Minimize overall rack vibration and cooling requirement
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Configuration

• Breakdown

• HDD labelling in an enclosure
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3 9 5 5 1 6 9 2 2 6 0

2 8 4 4 0 7 10 3 3 7 1

1 7 3 3 10 7 0 4 4 8 2

0 6 2 2 9 6 1 5 5 9 3

7 10 1 1 8 5 2 6 8 10 4

6 9 0 0 10 4 3 7 9 8 5

Servers 2

Leases 2

Classes/Lease 2

Groups/class 11 (Only 1 Group/Class can be Active

Disks/group 20

Total disks 2*2*11*20 = 880

Erasure coding scheme 15+3 (Overhead = 18/15 = 1.2  )

% of disk in Active (on loaded system) 80/880 = 9% (72 / 880 = 8.2 % ) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Table show some of configurable parameters. Below is just one example for 10 xJ2010We break down detail of a single rack with 10xJ2010.A Class controls concurrency AKA number of group of disks are spun up simultaneously. A bunch of drive are pooled into a Pelican group. Data is written (and read) to (and from) multiple drives within a group. Group provides redundancy and other characteristics 	- Tolerate HDD failure, data reconstruction happens within the group	- Tolerate expanders (J2010/W2010) failure	- Tolerate J2010 failure	- Neighbor’s impact	- Minimize overall rack vibration and cooling requirementThis pattern has several good properties:At most one disk per expander per group.At most two disks per enclosure per group.Either one or, at most two disks spinning per column front-to-back.  If two disks are spinning in a column then there is at least one adjacent column with no disks spinning.
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Questions ?Thank You



Another example
• Enclosures with dual cables
• With any single failure one 

server still has access to at 
least 7/8 of the disks
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EnclosureEnclosureEnclosureEnclosure

EnclosureEnclosureEnclosureEnclosure

Server
HBA

Server
HBA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As an example, in out first SAS-based Pelican V2 we are using off the shelf JBODs with two connectors.  We arrange them in this topology where either server can access all the data if the other one is offline, and in the event of any single failure at least one server can see at least seven eighths of the data.



TBs transferred
datasheet spec: 60TB/year
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Others around 180TB/yearEnterprise drives around 550TB/year (Seagate enterprise)



Power On Hours
datasheet spec: 3120 POH/year (about 1/3rd of a year)
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Presentation Notes
Archive drives not rated for 24/7 useSo what does cause failures then?
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